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Impact of Face Masks on Speech Acoustics and Vocal Effort
in Healthcare Professionals
Victoria S. McKenna, PhD, CCC-SLP ; Courtney L. Kendall, BS; Tulsi H. Patel, BS;
Rebecca J. Howell, MD ; Renee L. Gustin, MS, CCC-SLP
Objectives/Hypothesis: We investigated speech acoustics and self-reported vocal symptoms in mask-wearing healthcare
professionals. We hypothesized that there would be an attenuation of spectral energies and increase in vocal effort during
masked speech compared to unmasked speech.
Study Design: Within and between subject quasi-experimental design.
Methods: We prospectively enrolled 21 healthcare providers (13 cisgender female, 8 cisgender male; M = 32.9 years;
SD = 7.9 years) and assessed acoustics and perceptual measures with and without a face mask in place. Measurements
included: 1) acoustic Vowel Articulation Index (VAI); 2) cepstral and spectral acoustic measures; 3) traditional vocal measures
(e.g., fundamental frequency, intensity); 4) relative fundamental frequency (RFF); and 5) self-reported ratings of vocal effort
and dyspnea.
Results: During masked speech, there was a signiﬁcant reduction in VAI, high-frequency information (>4 kHz), and RFF
offset 10, as well as a signiﬁcant increase in cepstral peak prominence and perceived vocal effort. Further analysis showed that
high-frequency attenuation was more pronounced when wearing an N95 mask compared to a simple mask.
Conclusions: Face masks pose an additional barrier to effective communication that primarily impacts spectral characteristics, vowel space measures, and vocal effort. Future work should evaluate how long-term mask use impacts vocal health and
may contribute to vocal problems.
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INTRODUCTION
Healthcare professionals represent a subset of individuals who must communicate verbally to meet their work
demands, otherwise known as occupational voice users.1 It
is well established that occupational voice users develop
vocal problems at higher rates than nonoccupational voice
users, often leading to negative socioeconomic and emotional consequences.1–8 In 2014, a survey of 362 healthcare
workers (e.g., physicians, speech-language pathologists)
reported that nearly 50% frequently spoke in a loud voice.9
Furthermore, 15% of those healthcare workers who experienced a voice disorder in the past year attributed their voice
issues to a high vocal load. Despite the high demand for
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communication in the workplace, few studies have examined
vocal risk factors pertaining to healthcare professionals.
Over the past year, healthcare professionals have
been required to wear face masks to reduce the transmission of COVID-19.10 By obscuring the nose and mouth of
the speaker, face masks pose a unique challenge to effective communication exchange for the listener; this
includes inhibiting one’s ability to lip-read, see facial
expressions, and extract nonverbal pragmatic intent.
Wong et al.11 reported that mask-wearing healthcare professionals have more difﬁculty establishing patient rapport compared to unmasked professionals.
Although there are several studies that describe the
impact of face masks on the listener,12–14 there is a need
to understand how the speaker may be impacted during
communication exchanges. An analysis of artiﬁcial speech
stimuli demonstrated that masks attenuate speech frequencies between 2 and 7 kHz at a range of 3–12 dB,
depending on mask type.15 Consistent with this ﬁnding,
Nguyen et al.16 reported attenuation of speech frequencies between 1 and 8 kHz with a greater impact from N95
masks compared to surgical masks in a group of
16 speakers. Investigation into speciﬁc spectral bands
(1 kHz bins up to 10 kHz) revealed that N95 masks attenuate frequencies from 3 to 10 kHz, whereas simple masks
do not impact speech frequencies until about 5 kHz.17 As
high-frequency spectral information is critical for speech
intelligibility,18 it is possible that speakers may be making compensatory articulatory adjustments to maintain
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effective communication. To our knowledge, no study has
investigated the effect of masks on speech articulation.
In addition to the paucity of research on speech
acoustics, there is a general lack of understanding of how
masks impact vocal function. A recent survey of over
400 participants found that mask-wearing adults report
increased vocal effort as well as difﬁculty coordinating
speaking and breathing.19 However, it does not seem that
face masks affect vocal perturbation or breathiness correlates (e.g., jitter, shimmer),17,20 though these studies did
not investigate perceived vocal effort and vocal symptoms. To date, an analysis detailing the impacts of maskwearing on acoustic and perceptual measures has not
been undertaken in the health ﬁeld.
The aim of the current study was to examine speech
acoustics and self-reported vocal symptoms during
masked and unmasked communication in working
healthcare professionals. A secondary objective was to
investigate whether additional factors (type of mask, sex)
impacted these measures. We hypothesized that masked
communication would attenuate spectral information16,17
and subsequently elicit compensatory speaking behaviors,
such as increased vocal volume and articulatory space, in
order to overcome the acoustic changes. We further
hypothesized that participants would report greater
amounts of vocal effort and dyspnea along with concurrent increases in voice acoustics indicative of vocal effort
during masked communication.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Twenty-one healthcare professionals (8 cisgender male,
13 cisgender female) aged 23–49 years (M = 32.9 years;
SD = 7.9 years) were prospectively enrolled in the study. Participants were speakers of standard American English, reported no
history of neurological disease or head/neck cancer, and were free
from speech, language, hearing, and voice problems at the time
of the study. Participants were nonsmokers and nonvapers. Some
participants (N = 8) reported health histories of gastroesophageal reﬂux and/or asthma, but were not excluded based on these
diagnoses.
Occupations primarily included speech-language pathologists (N = 7), physicians (N = 5), physical therapists (N = 3),
and respiratory therapists (N = 3). The types of masks that participants wore at work included simple disposable masks
(referred to as “simple masks”) and N95 respirators, often with
the addition of simple masks over them. Table I provides demographic information about each participant. Participants were
recruited between July and September of 2020 and were free
from COVID-19 symptoms (e.g., cough, fever) at the time of the
study. All methodology described in this study was approved by
the Institutional Review Board at the University of Cincinnati.
All participants provided informed, written consent prior to
participation.

Protocol
Recordings were completed in a quiet room at the participant’s place of employment prior to starting their work shift.
Participants donned a headset microphone (MicroMic C555L)
attached to a handheld recorder (Zoom H4n) set to acquire acoustic data at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz with a 16-bit resolution.
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The microphone was placed at a 45 angle from the midline of
the lips at a distance of 8.5 cm; the nonstandard microphone distance was to allow for the placement and removal of face masks.
Microphone recordings were calibrated to sound pressure level
(dB SPL) using a sound level meter (Extech; dB A). To calculate
vocal intensity (dB SPL) from the speech recordings, pure tones
(500 Hz) were played at varying intensity levels from a mobile
phone application (“Frequency Generator” in Android or “Frequency” in iOS) that was held at the lips, while the intensity was
measured with the sound level meter held at the microphone.
Participants were instructed to read aloud a series of
vowels, words, and sentences with corner vowel targets (/i/, /u/,
/ɑ/) in order to calculate a vowel-space metric as an indirect measure of articulatory movements in the oral cavity. Participants
also read the ﬁrst paragraph of the Rainbow Passage to acquire
a sample of running speech for cepstral and spectral acoustical
analyses.21 Finally, participants produced 12 repetitions of
vowel-voiceless consonant-vowel (VCV) productions (e.g., /iﬁ/) to
calculate relative fundamental frequency (RFF) for characterizing fundamental frequency (fo) during voicing transitions. See
Table II for complete list of speech tasks. All tasks were completed with (masked) and without a face mask (unmasked).
Participants made perceptual ratings of their dyspnea and
vocal effort following masked and unmasked readings. The modiﬁed Borg Scale22 for dyspnea is a category-ratio scale from 0 to
10. The prompt asks the participant to rate: “How much difﬁculty is your breathing causing you right now?” and was slightly
modiﬁed to be indicative of their breathing difﬁculty during the
speech readings. A self-rating of “0” indicated that the participant’s breathing was not causing any difﬁculty at all, whereas a
score of 10 indicated “Maximal” difﬁculty. Next, participants
rated the amount of vocal effort on a 100-mm visual-analog scale
(VAS) in which effort was described as “an exertion of the voice
or how hard you have to try to make a voice.” A rating on the left
side of the scale represented “no effort” and would be indicative
of a lower score, whereas a rating on the right was anchored as
“most effort” and measured as a higher rating.23,24 Participants
were instructed to place a single line on the scale to indicate
their perceived vocal effort.

Data Extraction
Vowel analysis. Acoustic measures were manually
extracted from vowel segments using Praat software.25 Praat
pitch settings were modiﬁed for the self-reported sex of each participant, wherein a female range was 90–500 Hz and a male
participant range was set from 60–300 Hz. Three researchers
(authors V.S.M., C.L.K., and T.H.P.) were trained to perform acoustic
extraction on a sample of acoustic recordings captured with and
without a mask. The trained researcher extracted the middle
portion of the sustained vowel (3 seconds in duration), and
midsegment of the vowel (100 msec in duration) during single
word and sentence stimuli. The midsegment was identiﬁed to
exclude vocalic offset or onset behavior. From these segments,
the researcher used the Voice Report tool to extract measures of
mean fo, standard deviation (SD) of fo, jitter, shimmer, and
harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR). Praat was also used to extract
the vocal intensity level (dB SPL) that was then adjusted to the
actual intensity levels from the SPL calibration procedure
described earlier.
First (F1) and second (F2) formant values were extracted
using a wide-band spectrogram over the same selected vowel segments. Formant values were then averaged for each vowel of
interest (i.e., /i/, /u/, /ɑ/) and Vowel Articulation Index (VAI) was
calculated (Eq. 1). The VAI is an estimate of vowel space that
minimizes the effects of inter-speaker variability26 and instead
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TABLE I.
Participant Demographic Information.
Subject

Age (Years)

Sex

Mask Type

Occupation

01

39

F

N95 + Simple

Physician

02

36

F

N95 + Simple

Physician

03

30

F

N95 + Simple

SLP

04

33

F

N95 + Simple

SLP

05

27

F

N95 + Simple

SLP

06

31

F

N95 + Simple

SLP

07

24

F

N95

SLP

08

25

F

Simple

SLP

09

24

F

Simple

RT

10

24

F

Simple

RT

11

35

F

Simple

Nurse

12

43

F

Simple

Medical Admin.

13

49

F

Simple

PT

14

41

M

N95 + Simple

Physician

15

44

M

N95 + Simple

Physician

16

45

M

Simple

Physician

17

35

M

Simple

PT

18

27

M

Simple

PT

19

26

M

Simple

Medical Sales

20

29

M

Simple

SLP

21

23

M

Simple

RT

Relevant Health History
GERD

Asthma; GERD

GERD

Childhood asthma

Childhood asthma

Childhood asthma; GERD

Exercise induced asthma

Asthma; GERD

Admin = administrator; PT = physical therapist; RT = respiratory therapist; SLP = speech-language pathologist.

TABLE II.
Speech Stimuli.
Sustained vowels  5 sec in duration
/i/, /u/, /ɑ/
Single words repeated  3 each
Heed, who’d, hod
Sentences (bolded word was analyzed)
I wish he would heed my advice.
I asked myself, “Who’d do that?”
A brick hod is a three-sided box.
My father hid food to feed the cat on Tuesday morning.
The cat happened to see the food, my father had hid in her pod, at noon
time.
The fat cat was hot from her sleep in the noon sun beams.
Rainbow Passage (paragraph 1)
VCV utterances, repeated  4 each
/ɑfɑ/, /iﬁ/, /ufu/

normalizes the relationships between vowel space across
speakers.27 A smaller VAI value indicates vowel centralization.28

VAI ¼

F2=i= þ F1=ɑ=
F1=i= þ F1=u= þ F2=u= þ F2=ɑ=

ð1Þ

Following experimental data extraction, interrater reliability
was calculated for one randomly selected participant, with
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researchers blinded to other values. An intraclass correlation
coefﬁcient (two-way, consistency) found moderate-toexcellent
reliability29 with M = 0.93 (range = 0.68–0.99) across all acoustic
measures. Intra-rater reliability was completed approximately 1
month after the original acoustic extraction on a randomly
selected participant for each researcher, blinded to previous
extracted values. Pearson correlations between the original and
new extraction values were M = 0.94 (r = 0.90–0.97), M = 0.94
(r = 0.83–0.99) and M = 0.91 (r = 0.77–0.99) for each researcher,
respectively.
Spectral and cepstral analysis. The second and
third sentences of the Rainbow Passage were analyzed21 using
the Analysis in Dysphonia in Speech and Voice software (version
4.0). The following steps were completed: 1) removal of pauses
>150 msec, with most pauses occurring at punctuation boundaries, 2) down-sampling the acoustic signal to 22.5 kHz, and 3)
setting the software to the “Rainbow Passage” analysis setting.
This set the spectral window size to 1024 with 75% overlap and a
cepstral time averaging of 7. The cepstral peak extraction range
was modiﬁed for each participant based on their self-reported
sex, with 90–500 Hz for females and 60–300 Hz for males.
Vocalic detection was applied to improve accuracy of extraction.
The low-to-high spectral ratio (L/H ratio) cut-off frequency was
set to 4 kHz, which is consistent with previous analyses of effort
and dysphonia.23 From here, the cepstral peak prominence (CPP)
and its SD (CPP SD) and the L/H ratio and its SD (L/H ratio SD)
were automatically calculated for each recording.
Relative fundamental frequency. RFF values were
extracted from each VCV production using a semi-automated
MATLAB algorithm,30 which calculated the instantaneous fo of
the voicing cycles during the transition into/out of the voiceless
consonant, normalized cycle fo to the steady-state fo of the closest
vowel, and converted resulting values into semitones (ST; Eq. 2).
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We analyzed the RFF values of the voicing cycles closest to the
voiceless consonant (offset cycle 10, onset cycle 1). These cycles
been shown to be the most sensitive to changes in the physiological mechanisms underlying RFF—including vocal fold abduction,
increased laryngeal muscle tension to cease vocal fold vibration,
and aerodynamic forces to reinitiate vocal fold oscillation.31 Offset cycle 10 and onset cycle 1 are signiﬁcantly lower in people
with voice disorders characterized by increased laryngeal tension31–33 and in those reporting elevated vocal effort.23,34 As a
result of the algorithmic processing, the average number of
usable offset and onset RFF instances was 7.0 and 7.5, respectively, out of 12 repetitions. Usable instances were averaged
within-participant35 prior to subsequent analyses, resulting in
one offset cycle 10 and one onset cycle 1 value per participant.

RFF ðSTÞ ¼ 12  log2

fo

!
ð2Þ

f ref
o

Self-perceptual analysis. Self-perceptual ratings were
extracted from paper datasheets and transferred to a Microsoft
Excel document (Microsoft Ofﬁce version 2016). The VAS ratings
were measured and reported in millimeter units by one rater,
then re-checked by a second rater who was blinded to the ﬁrst
rating. Because all re-checked effort ratings were within 1 mm of
the original measurement, the original measurement was used
for analysis. All category-ratio scale ratings of dyspnea were
deemed 100% reliable and identical to the original transfer.

Statistical Analysis
The aims of the study were 1) to investigate acoustic and
perceptual measures during masked and unmasked conditions,
and 2) to examine the impact of additional factors (mask type, participant sex) on these measures. Therefore, we completed separate
mixed-effects analyses of variance models for each acoustical and
perceptual measure. The ﬁxed effects were condition (masked,
unmasked), mask type (N95, simple), and sex (male, female), as
well as their two- and three-way interactions. Participant was
input as a random factor. Signiﬁcance was set to α < 0.05. Mixedeffect models were assessed for normality and homoscedasticity,
resulting in the appropriate model ﬁt for the data.
Post hoc analyses were completed via Tukey’s simultaneous
tests, which automatically adjusted for family-wise error at the
time of analysis (i.e., to reduce type 1 error). Subsequently, the α
criterion of Padj < .05 was established for all pairwise comparisons. Cohen’s d, calculated as (μ1  μ2)/pooled SD, was reported
to quantify the effect sizes of signiﬁcant ﬁndings. Reliability

analyses were completed in R software (version 4.0.2), whereas
all other analyses were completed in Minitab statistical software
(version 19).

RESULTS
Acoustic Measures
There were several signiﬁcant differences between
masked and unmasked conditions (Table III). Our results
showed signiﬁcant increases in HNR (P = .002, d = .39),
CPP (P = .001, d = .59), and L/H ratio (P < .001, d = 1.18)
during masked speech compared to unmasked. Conversely,
L/H SD (P = .006, d = .61), RFF offset 10 (P = 0.34,
d = .19) and VAI (P = .039, d = .69) all signiﬁcantly
decreased during the masked condition.
Female participants exhibited signiﬁcantly greater
mean fo (P < .001, d = 4.04) and CPP SD (P = .001,
d = 1.65) compared to male participants. There was also
a signiﬁcant interaction effect of condition  sex for CPP
(P < .012). Post hoc comparisons revealed that male participants had signiﬁcantly higher CPP values (Padj = .003,
d = 1.39) in the masked condition (M = 8.13 dB) compared to the unmasked condition (M = 6.76 dB), with no
other signiﬁcant pairwise comparisons between males
and females by condition.
There was no impact of the main effect of mask type
on any acoustic measure. However, there was a signiﬁcant interaction effect of condition  mask type for L/H
ratio (P < .001) and L/H ratio SD (P = .009). L/H ratio
was signiﬁcantly greater in the masked condition for
those who were wearing N95 masks, compared to the
unmasked N95 condition (Padj < .001, d = 1.43),
unmasked simple condition (Padj = .003, d = 2.02), and
masked simple condition (Padj = .032, d = 1.38). L/H ratio
SD was signiﬁcantly greater in unmasked N95 wearers
compared to all other condition/type combinations.
Finally, there were no main or interaction effects for fo
SD, jitter, shimmer, vocal intensity, or RFF onset 1.

Perceptual Measures
One participant did not complete self-perceptual ratings, resulting in an analysis of 20 datasets. There was a

TABLE III.
Results of Signiﬁcant Statistical Findings for Acoustic and Perceptual Measures During Masked and Unmasked Conditions.
Measure

Unmasked Mean (SD)

Masked Mean (SD)

HNR (dB)

18.55 (3.69)

20.04 (4.05)

.002

0.39

Small

CPP (dB)

7.37 (1.24)

8.04 (0.99)

.001

0.59

Medium

39.86 (4.01)

44.39 (3.69)

<.001

1.18

Large

8.47 (1.67)

7.69 (0.70)

.006

0.61

Medium

L/H ratio (dB)
L/H ratio SD (dB)

P Value

d

Effect Size Interpretation

0.77 (0.90)

0.96 (1.05)

.034

0.19

Small

VAI

0.91 (0.06)

0.87 (0.06)

.039

0.69

Medium

Dyspnea

0.18 (0.33)

1.45(1.08)

.002

1.59

Large

Vocal effort (mm)

11.6 (12.05)

41.2 (21.67)

<.001

1.69

Large

RFF offset 10 (ST)

Effect size interpretations are based on criteria from Cohen.36 Effect size calculation = (Mean1  Mean2)/SDpooled.
CPP = cepstral peak prominence; HNR = harmonics-to-noise ratio; L/H ratio = low-to-high spectral ratio; RFF = relative fundamental frequency;
ST = semitones; VAI = vowel articulation index.
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signiﬁcant increase in self-reported vocal effort (P < .001,
d = 1.69) and dyspnea (P = .002, d = 1.59) during
masked communication. There were no impacts of mask
type or participant sex as well as no interaction effects
found.

DISCUSSION
We hypothesized that VAI would increase during
masked speech as a compensatory strategy; however, the
opposite effect was found: VAI signiﬁcantly decreased
during masked speech. We theorize that this effect
occurred because masks reduce or restrict movement of
the lips and jaw (and subsequently lingual excursions)
during masked speech. The signiﬁcant reduction in articulatory range could lead to a “mumbling effect” and
therefore impede speech intelligibility and comprehension
during communicative exchanges.
We did not ﬁnd a statistically signiﬁcant increase in
vocal intensity across masked/unmasked conditions. Participants maintained their vocal intensity in both conditions, increasing slightly from 83.0 dB SPL (unmasked) to
83.39 dB SPL (masked). It is important to note that vocal
intensity was measured from a microphone placed outside
of the mask. Previous work using an artiﬁcial speech signal through simple and N95 masks showed that masks
cause an intensity attenuation of approximately 3–12 dB
across various frequencies, depending on the type of mask
used.15 Therefore, in order for the microphone signal to
show consistent vocal intensity values, there must have
been an increase in vocal intensity during masked speech.
These ﬁndings provide evidence that speakers are,
indeed, speaking louder in order to maintain their same
vocal intensity target during masked speech. Speaking
loudly for long periods of time has been associated with
higher levels of vocal effort and fatigue,37,38 as well as
increased risk for developing phonotraumatic lesions39
and voice disorders.40 As such, it is possible that
healthcare professionals may be at increased risk for
developing vocal issues due to their occupational vocal
load in combination with face masks.
We found a signiﬁcant increase in both CPP and
HNR in the masked condition compared to unmasked.
These ﬁndings are in accordance with suspected elevation
in vocal intensity levels during masked speech, as previous literature has shown that CPP and HNR measures
depend upon speaker intensity.41,42 Nguyen et al.16 also
reported signiﬁcant increases in HNR during masked
speech, but the authors hypothesized that the change
could be due to the mask’s attenuating effects on high frequency content—where aperiodic glottal noise often
resides. The vocal parameters of jitter and shimmer (correlates to vocal perturbation and breathiness), did not
change in comparisons between masked and unmasked
conditions in our study, nor in other literature.17,20
Therefore, we suspect that the signiﬁcant increase in
CPP and HNR are likely due to an increase in vocal
intensity and/or high frequency attenuation, and not
reﬂective of an improvement in vocal quality during
masked speech.
Laryngoscope 00: 2021

As expected, we found a signiﬁcant attenuation of
high-frequency information (>4 kHz), exhibited by an
increase in L/H ratio values during masked speech. Interaction analyses showed that participants wearing N95s
were driving the increase, with signiﬁcantly greater L/H
ratios (indicating high frequency attenuation) compared
to both simple masks and unmasked conditions. Investigation into the comparisons yielded large effect size differences (Cohen’s d > 1.0), meaning that N95 masks may
pose greater communication challenges than simple
masks. The study by Nguyen et al.16 also found a signiﬁcant attenuation in frequency information from 1 to
8 kHz with greater attenuation noted with N95 masks
(5.2 dB), and surgical masks (2.0 dB), compared to
unmasked speech. Besides these ﬁndings, there were few
main effects of mask type, which may have been due to
our relatively small subsets of participants for the comparison (N95: N = 9; simple: N = 12). Subsequently, the
impact of different face mask types should be investigated
further in a larger group of speakers.
In line with our hypothesis that participants would
exhibit acoustic effects consistent with vocal effort, we
found a signiﬁcant reduction in RFF offset cycle 10 during
masked speech. RFF has shown promise as an acoustic
indicator of laryngeal tension; lower values are reported
in individuals with hyperfunctional voice disorders32,33
and adults with healthy voices who were simulating vocal
effort and strain.23,34,43 Although our participants showed
lower values during masked speech compared the
unmasked, the effect size difference was small. Thus, it is
difﬁcult to predict the clinical risk of developing a voice
disorder from these small changes. Currently, there is no
established clinical guideline for a meaningful change in
RFF values, nor is there a cut-off criterion or critical
range to indicate a higher risk for developing acute or
long-term voice problems. Acoustical measures such as
RFF should be interpreted in the context of additional
clinical factors such as self-reported effort, peri-laryngeal
tension, and fatigue.
In our study, participants reported signiﬁcantly
greater amounts of vocal effort—with a statistically large
effect size—in the masked condition. Vocal effort values
increased from 11.6 mm to 41.2 mm, which is consistent
with levels of “moderate effort” (i.e., 43.8 mm).23 We suspect that mask wearers were trying to overcome the degradation of the speech signal via increases in vocal
intensity and laryngeal tension, which they perceived as
increased vocal effort. This suggests that mask-wearing
healthcare professionals have an added risk factor for
developing vocal problems beyond those presented by
their occupational vocal demands. An investigation into
how long-term daily mask use impacts vocal symptoms
and voice acoustics is needed.
Finally, participants reported a signiﬁcant increase
in perceived dyspnea during masked speech. Although
signiﬁcant with a large effect size, this increase in dyspnea is less likely to be clinically meaningful. The modiﬁed Borg Scale for dyspnea provides descriptive anchors
at each interval. Using these anchors to understand the
degree of change perceived by the speaker, participants
reported feeling “nothing at all” (score = 0.18) while
McKenna et al.: Acoustics and Vocal Effort With Masks
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unmasked, to “very slight dyspnea” (score = 1.45) while
masked. With that in mind, this statistically signiﬁcant
increase is likely not directly impacting their speech or
communication function.

Limitations and Future Directions
Our work is limited because we used a simple spectral
cut-off frequency of 4 kHz. It may be beneﬁcial to examine
more speciﬁc frequency bands (e.g., 2–5 kHz, 5–8 kHz) to
understand how frequency attenuation may impact speech
formants. We showed evidence for a reduction in vowel
articulation based on F1 and F2 formants, but additional
information on consonant articulation and high frequency
phonemic information (e.g., /f/ vs. /s/) is needed. Furthermore, we did not acquire information about the laryngeal
source in our study. Electroglottography or neck-surface
accelerometry could provide important information about
vocal fold contact (timing, duration) during masked speech.
A laryngeal microphone could also be used to measure
amplitudes that are not affected by the attenuating characteristics of the mask.
Although this work provides information about the
effects of wearing masks on vocal function, healthcare professionals experience numerous additional communication
challenges, including face-shields, plexiglass barriers, and
loud environments. Future work should aim to comprehensively evaluate speech and voice function in these
“real-life” work environments, including the cumulative
effects of occupational voice demands, speaking environment, and type of personal protective equipment. A longitudinal study would be beneﬁcial to understand how these
factors may increase the risk of developing voice problems
over time. Finally, an investigation into compensatory
techniques (e.g., clear speech) is needed to understand
how training may help healthcare professionals improve
comprehension and reduce vocal effort during masked
communication.

CONCLUSION
Face masks are a barrier to communication that
impact speech acoustics and result in speaker’s perception of increased vocal effort. Healthcare professionals
may be at increased risk for developing vocal issues due
to their occupational vocal load in combination with face
masks. Further work is needed to understand how longterm mask use may increase the risk for developing voice
problems and to investigate whether vocal health education may help to offset these effects.
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